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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews the state-of-the-art in short-term underground mine planning, which is critical for future
mining activities. According to the literature, the research is conducted in the categories of mathematical
programming optimization and discrete event simulation. Mathematical programming aims at minimizing
an objective with the functionality of cost, makespan, deviation from a specific target such as tonnage and
fleet management and scheduling. Mining simulation is widely applied in case of short-term mine planning,
mostly based on modelling the internal mining process and parameters and on implementing a model for
different case studies. A comprehensive review is provided for the aforementioned issues, commercial
software packages and programming languages. Finally, research limitations and future area investigation
are discussed. The studies reveal a deficiency of research based on the type of mining methods and
incorporation of uncertainties.

1. Introduction and scope of the work
Mining is related to a series of operations that result in the extraction of materials from an orebody that is
situated in a shallow deep up to a deep level from the surface. Although the conventional open-pit mining
method is still used nowadays, in the near future the demand for mineral resources will increase and,
consequently, underground mining will be the future challenge for mine industry as surperficial mines will
be depleted (Camus, 1992; Nilsson, 1992; Fuentes, 2004; Fuentes and Caceres, 2004; Bakhtavar et al.,
2009; Brown, 2012). As a result, more exploration will develop for providing access to deeper mineral
resources. Deeper mining means more challenge in production rate, heat, more ventilation demand and
higher production costs (Kaiser and Kim, 2009; Brown, 2012; Thrybom et al., 2015; Morrison, 2017).
Research has been conducted and many methods expended for open-pit mine planning problem in different
levels of details during the past decades (Bozorgebrahimi et al., 2003; Osanloo et al., 2008; Newman et al.,
2010; Moradi Afrapoli and Askari-Nasab, 2017; Blom et al., 2018). This is due to ease of access to these
resources with a lower cost of extraction for the industry. Underground mining will be the next target of
governments and the mineral industry in the next years, which are not accessible in a way that open-pit
mining is. Accessing to more mining resource means deeper level for underground mining. Deeper
underground mining operation due to its complexity and variety in extraction methods will be more
complicated for production scheduling and extraction process (Hamrin et al., 2001; Hustrulid et al., 2001),
so the mining companies will focus on decreasing the operating cost more than in the past.
There are several aspects of underground mining for which researchers provide a literature review. Vagenas
et al. (1997) studied the mobile machine automation for underground mining. Logie and Matheson (1982)
provided a review in the context of state of the art for pillar design. Peng and Tang (1984) research focused
on underground support issues, providing a review of roof bolting support. Diamond and Schatzel (1998)
examined the coalbed gas content determination methods for underground coal mining. Schnakenberg and
Bugarski (2002) reviewed the new technologies for controlling the diesel emission for an underground
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mine. Webber et al. (2003) assessed the heat stress problem using local and international indices. Alford et
al. (2007) provided a study of the underground mine design problem considering infill drilling optimization,
determining the cut-off grade, stop optimization, mine development network design, decline design and
stop scheduling. Altun et al. (2010) provided a short analysis of the environmental impact of underground
mining. Song et al. (2013) reviewed the real-time optimization of hard rock underground mining method
using the tracking and communication tools for mine production and scheduling. Ralston et al. (2014)
focused on mining automation area and investigated the role of automation technologies on safety,
environmental sustainability, and production of underground coal mining process. Kang (2014) reviewed
the recent development in the area of coal mining transportation and support. Four types of support were
studied in their research including a high stressed roadway 1,000 m below the surface, a roadway
surrounded by severely weak and broken rocks, a chamber surrounded by weak and broken rocks, and a
roadway with very soft and swelling rocks. Khodayari and Pourrahimian (2015) studied mathematical
programming optimization methods for block caving model with the purpose of production scheduling.
Musingwini (2016) reviewed applied optimization techniques for underground mining method in four area
of layout development, stop envelop size, production scheduling, and equipment selection and provided
some suggestions for the development of 3D stochastic optimization models.
Surface mining is mostly restricted to open-pit while there are several underground mining methods with
their specifications, which means a higher potential for conducting the research in this area for both long
and short-term mine planning and the related challenges. In this paper, the aim is to review underground
short-term mine planning.
The mining process will continue by the selection of an extraction method after data collection from an
orebody. The next stage after geological, mineralogical and structural studies and combining them for
resource/reserve estimation leads to the preliminary selection of potential mining methods and the scale of
mining operations. Mine planning steps are completely affected by those stages as each planning has its
considerations (Darling, 2011). The mine plan is highly dependent on the nature of the orebody; the
uniquely most important parameter for mine selection method will always be the style and geological
characteristics of the mineral deposit such as thin, steeply dipping tabular vein gold, or large, disseminated
porphyry copper deposits. Other parameters are as follows:








Engineering properties of the mineral deposit and host rock mass
The required rate of production from mine (underground and open-pit)
Forecasts of mineral product value
Comparative study of mine operational cost and capital investment and mineral
Processing activities necessary to implement mine method
Availability, cost and skill level required for mining
Governmental and environmental and mine closure costs.

Two main parameters that classify underground mining methods are:



Basic deposit geometry
Support requirement necessary to mine stable stop or produce caving and ground problem.

Other factors such as environment, health and safety, cost, and output rate could be considered.
Underground mining is divided into three broad classes: caving, stoping and other methods. Caving is
referred to the controlled fragmentation of rocks due to the flow gravity, whereas the term stoping is the
excavation of a stable opening of small or large dimensions. Underground mining methods are categorized
by the following methods: room and pillar, stop-and-pillar, sublevel stope, shrinkage, cut-and-fill, timbered
square set, longwall, sublevel caving (top slicing), block caving and panel caving (Hamrin, 1980; Brown,
2002; Brady and Brown, 2013).
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In the next sections, a comprehensive review based on the mentioned methods is presented. In general,
there has been a milestone in late 1990’s in this research area due to the increase of the computational
capacity of the computers, so we divided the methods for the literature to before and after that date. In the
first part, the focus is on the mathematical programming models and in the second part simulation approach
is reviewed. In the third part, the simulation methods implemented for mine planning is reviewed.

2. Mathematical programming models
In mathematics, computer science and operations research, mathematical optimization refers to finding the
best answer with mathematical modelling and programming with a purpose of providing a robust guideline
for decision making using current information. In general, mathematical models consist of an objective
function which must be optimized (in a sense that the function will be maximum or minimum) (Hillier,
2014). Furthermore, the method for solving a particular class of problem or model is known as an algorithm.
In each model also some constraints refer to the availability of sources or natural constraints of the
underlying problems (Williams, 2013).
The linear problem (LP), also called linear optimization, is a type of problem where an objective function
is minimized or maximized by a linear function of decision variables (Dantzig and Thapa, 2006). Integer
linear programming (ILP) or Integer programming is a mathematical programming model where all the
variables are restricted to be integers (Karlof, 2005). Quadratic programming allows the objective function
to have a quadratic form with linear constraints, that is a type of convex programming (Hildreth, 1957).
Non-linear programming is a type of optimization problem whose objective function and/or constraints and
inequalities or equalities are non-linear. Mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) refers to
optimization problems with continuous and discrete variables and nonlinear functions in the objective
function and/or the constraints (Bazaraa et al., 2013). Stochastic programs are mathematical programs
where some of the data incorporated into the objective or constraints are uncertain. Uncertainty is usually
characterized by a probability distribution of the parameters (Birge and Louveaux, 2011). Dynamic
programming is referring to simplifying a complicated problem by breaking it down into simpler subproblems in a recursive manner (Bellman, 2013). Multi-objective optimization (or a multi-criterion
optimization problem) is a type of problem where the optimization depends on several objective functions
(Deb, 2014). There are several other heuristic and metaheuristic methods, the definition of which is out of
the scope of this paper. We refer the readers to Gendreau and Potvin (2010), Yang (2010) and Glover and
Kochenberger (2006).
2.1. Mathematical programming (MP) for underground short-term mine planning
Mathematical programming is one of the most common approaches for solving mining problems by the
minimization or maximization of an objective function. In this section, the mathematical optimization
models that have purposed in literature are reviewed.
Muge and Pereira (1979) applied dynamic programming for sub-level stoping. The objective of the model
was to minimize the deviation of the element (here working points) for optimal mining sequence. Geometric
constraints within a level (the mutual relationship between the blocks) and mutual relationships between
the levels are considered in the model.
Yun and Yegulalp (1983) simulated the transportation system using a network flows model for sublevel
caving mining system to obtain the optimum system transportation cost (minimum-cost flow). The problem
consists of two parameters that are costs and capacity. The cost included the cost of establishing the arc
(opening and set-up cost) and the cost of the ore movement.
Chanda (1990) combined mixed integer programming and simulation for minimization of fluctuation
between shifts in the extracted average grade. The method applied to continuous block cave mining.
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Maximum production from raises in each shift, number of raises, profile constraint, slasher capacity and its
availability is considered as a constraint for the model, but economic parameters are not considered in the
model. The model output was the number and location of drawpoints for a shift, the tonnage that should be
extracted, geology and depletion of the reserve.
LHD fleet management addresses three decision problems: dispatching, routing, and scheduling.
Dispatching aims to choose, for one or many vehicles, a new destination (loading or dumping point).
Routing consists in selecting the best route (road segments) from the origin to the destination. Finally,
scheduling consists of deciding speeds and the waiting times of vehicles on road segments of a route to
avoid conflicts between vehicles.
Vagenas (1991) solved the problem of dispatching and traffic control for remote-controlled (automatic)
LHD using a graph theory for underground mining. The problem solved by considering the (two-way and
one-way) unidirectional lane-segment considering the uncertainty of human operation. Data-driven search
strategy applied to a solution. The graph theory problem was solved using Dijkstra’s shortest path for origin
and destination considering the solution for collision and crossing for traffic zone. For dispatching process,
the discrete simulation was implemented to model the operational fleet.
Sepulveda et al. (2005) modeled the LHD allocation with a constraint programming to provide support for
task sequencing and vehicle scheduling problem in tunnel network in copper underground mine. Loading
activates precede dumping activities (precedence constraint), and working side using that LHD should
complete the tasks by one side and then start the task from other side are the model constraints.
Gamache et al. (2005) solved the fleet management problem in an underground mine with the shortest-path
algorithm. The problem was solved for single-lane with bi-directional road and operational constraint for
LHD statue for their buckets. The model restricted to deterministic parameters for service and travel time
and just for one vehicle at a time, but integrated the three significant aspects of dispatching, routing and
scheduling at the same time.
Beaulieu and Gamache (2006) applied an enumeration algorithm based on dynamic programming for
solving fleet management. Enumeration algorithm presented based on dynamic programming for optimally
solving the fleet management problem in underground mines. The objective was to find the best route and
schedule for each vehicle in order to reach their destination in the shortest time while also avoiding conflicts
on the haulage network. The focus of the study was on routing and scheduling bidirectional vehicles on a
haulage network composed of one-lane road segments. The authors’ approach is capable of managing a
fleet of four vehicles in less than a minute. Significant differences that an underground fleet management
system must have in comparison to open-pit operations are also discussed. Vasquez et al. (2011)
implemented an integer programming for LHD allocation to minimize the makespan of drift workload
subject to operational constraints for underground copper mine (El-Teniente). The objective of the model
resulted in a decision-making process for LHD operator. Constraints could be classified into two groups.
The first category of constraints which forced the model to obey the logical path and other category satisfy
the flow balancing such as drift entrance, side of drift, dumping site and the turning point of drift.
Irem (2011) developed a mathematical program using mixed integer programming to solve schedule
problem of LHD vehicle for underground block caving mine. The objective of the model was minimizing
the makespan. Problem modelled as a parallel machine scheduling problem that LHD considered as a
parallel machine and LHD cycle to each drawpoint is a job schedule. Vargas Pincheira (2011) implemented
a mixed integer programming (MIP) mathematical programming for medium to the short-term planning of
room and pillar extraction to optimize the extraction sequence. As road-header used for extraction in mine,
then the manoeuvre displacement for this kind of machine is difficult in production tunnel then
consequently travel time for moving to another front for continue extraction is high. The following
objectives were satisfied due to this optimization: (i) increase tons per day of material extracted from the
deposit, (ii) decrease transfers for continuous excavation equipment, and (iii) decrease the extraction times
of each panel.
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Nehring et al. (2010) presented a dynamic mathematical model using mixed integer programming (MIP)
for short-term production scheduling with the objective of minimizing the deviation from production target
for each period on scheduling horizon for sublevel stoping operation. The model met the process plant feed
for stable production quality as long as machine allocation constraints were satisfied for the sublevel stoping
mine system. The objective of the mathematical model was minimizing deviation from target metal
production. The model satisfied the shift base schedule and also machine allocation and reassignment while
operational condition change. Model constraint consisted of target production rate balanced with the
tonnage of metal produced across all machines from the primary blast, ore movement, blast block capacity,
haulage shaft capacity, machine assignment limitation, machine capacity, ore movement throughput and
orepass limit.
Leite-Corthésy (2016) presented a mixed integer linear program model for optimization of the production
and development of a sub-level stoping underground mine on the basis of shifts of one week. The model
minimized the deviation between the weekly mine plan all quarters of that same week. Besides this model
in order to consider the uncertainty and probability simulation model run to assess these constraints. In the
same way that short-term planning (week) aims to achieve the objectives of the medium-term planning (3
months), the very short-term model (shift, 10h) aims to achieve the goals of the weekly model. Thus, each
quarter is planned to achieve the objectives of the week that depend on the medium-term objectives. They
also provided another model with the same constraints but a different objective function (Leite-Corthésy et
al., 2016). The objective function of the model defined as the minimization of operation hours in each site
subject to each crew cannot provide more than 10 hours of operation, operation and non-operation time
should not exceed more than weekly plan. Restrictions are considered between operation hours and weekly
plan hours. Operation cannot be continued during the blasting hours. The model forced to finish the
operation at each site completely in order to start the other. Table 1 summarizes the mathematical
programming models that have been used for underground short-term mine planning. Table 2 shows the
considered parameters for each model.

3. Underground mining simulation
Another approach for evaluating the short-term planning in an underground mine is a simulation of the
mining process. Simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system. It is a general
term, and more specifically it could be directed to (Rossetti, 2015):





physical simulation for the physical objects,
continuous simulation which time evolves continuously,
discrete event simulation where specific events occur in a critical moment of time in a system,
stochastic simulation based on variables and process function based on Monte Carlo estimation
using pseudo-random numbers.

Mining systems and activities are more fit to discrete events. For example, the LHD movement in
underground mining process for haul and dump and loading a material could be simulated as a discrete
event that occurs in a specific moment of time which may cause a change in a system.
The simulation method is used in the mining area for three general purposes:
1- Assessing the operational functionality of the system and system enhancement
2- Evaluate the development rate
3- Feasibility study and equipment selection.
As underground mining is a complicated process, discrete event simulation can be implemented in several
mining processes with different goals. The following section summarizes the application of simulation in
the mining operations.
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Table 1. Summary of applied MP models in underground short-term mine planning
Author

Model

Model Objective(s)

Mining Method

Muge and Pereira (1979)

Dynamic programming

Minimizing the deviation
sequence

Sub-level stoping

Minimizing transportation
cost

Sub-level caving

Yun and Yegulalp (1983)

Graph Theory

Constraint



Block precedence in
extraction sequence
Precedence between levels




Opening and set-up cost
Capacity



Maximum allowable output
per shift
Maximum allowable number
of working drawpoints per
shift
Declaration of exhaustion for
exhausted drawpoints
Required grade for each shift
(equality)
Tonnage blended ore in each
shift



Chanda (1990)

Simulation and MIP

Minimizing the deviation
in the average production
grade between operation
shift

Block Caving





Sepulveda et al. (2005)

Gamache et al. (2005)

Constraint Programming
(CP)

Shortest Path and Dijkstra’s
algorithm

Minimizing makespan in
working shift

Fleet management


Block Caving


Conceptual model






Beaulieu and Gamache
(2006)

Dynamic Programming
(Enumerate tree)

Fleet management

Conceptual model






Vasquez et al. (2011)

Integer Programming (IP)

Minimizing the makespan
of drift workload
310

Block Caving







Loading and dumping
activities
Working side
Route traffic
Dispatching
Vehicle orientation and
deadlock
Production target
Layout network
Homogeneous vehicles
Route and traffic condition
and Collision
Vehicle orientation and
deadlock
Layout network
Extraction side
Flow balance
Vehicle orientation
Dispatching
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Table 2. Continued

Irem (2011)

Vargas Pincheira (2011)

Nehring et al. (2010)

Leite-Corthésy (2016)

Leite-Corthésy et al. (2016)

Mixed integer Programming
(MIP)

Mixed integer Programming
(MIP)

Mixed integer Programming
(MIP)

Mixed integer Programming
(MIP)

Mixed integer Programming
(MIP)

Minimizing the makespan

Minimizing the roadheader
replacement

Minimizing the deviation
from production target

Maximizing mined tonnage
on a given time horizon

Minimizing the deviation
of short-term (shift) plan
from the weekly plan
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Block Caving






Job schedule
Number of trucks
Number of LHD
Number of positions
(Drawpoints)






Layout (Pillar’s position)
The direction of access to the
blocks
Precedence of blocks
Translation cost of materials







Machine capacity
Shift availability
Production capacity
Reserve availability
Ore grade



Work hours available for a
period of time
Available crew
Number of hours for backfill
site
Available rock tonnage
Maximum possible tonnage
extraction from mine, level,
vein, site

Room and Pillar

Sub-level caving

Backfilled long-hole and
cut-and-fill.

Backfilled long-hole and
cut-and-fill.












Number of crew
Crew working hours
Weekly operation hours
Shift operational hours
Exceeding and restriction of
working operation hours
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✓

Beaulieu and Gamache
(2006)

✓

Vasquez et al. (2011)

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

Leite-Corthésy et al. (2016)

✓

✓
✓

✓

Leite-Corthésy (2016)

✓

✓

✓

Gamache et al. (2005)

✓

✓

✓
✓

Nehring et al. (2010)

✓

Material re-handling cost

Shift availability and schedule

Working and extraction side

Material flow balance

Ore grade, target, and blending

Block extraction precedence

✓

Vargas Pincheira (2011)

✓

✓

Sepulveda et al. (2005)

Irem (2011)

✓

Production target and capacity

Chanda (1990)

✓

Vehicle orientation

✓

Route traffic

Yun and Yegulalp (1983)

Machine and transportation
capacity (type, number, capacity)

✓

Dispatching

Muge and Pereira (1979)

Geometrical limitations

Mine network layout

Authors

Status of drawpoints or face of
extraction and their availability

Table 3. Comparison of features present in short-term underground mathematical programming models

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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3.1. Elderly computer-based simulation of the mining process
Touwen and Joughin (1972) presented a paper with the aim of simulating underground stoping and
transport operation for a gold mine. Mining activities were simulated for large and small operation
units. Stopes were simulated as a drilling and blasting process and transportation was simulated as a
rail material movement process using scrapers. Simulation run for months in a unit of minutes.
Beckett et al. (1979) designed an LHD simulator called LHDSIM based on event-scheduling
approach on Fortran computer language program. In this approach, a simulator searched for collision
point specifically on intersection nodes on room and pillar mine layout. If the program determined
the conflict, then LHD should wait on queue otherwise the time-lapse will be calculated for the
machine. The time-lapse for LHD and non-LHD machine were different based on their intuitive
movements. The LHSSIM program run for both deterministic and stochastic options. A physical
layout such as cut depth width and distance between headings, cut height, density of material,
tramming breakthrough, LHD operational parameters (bucket capacity, load, and discharge rate),
continuous miner rate was considered in the program.
Steiker (1982) simulated the underground mining process using the system capacity (tons per day),
track layout design, train fleet configuration and dispatching procedure using GPSS simulation
computer language. Mine layout consisted of two independent production levels with rubber tired
load-haul-dump and one haulage level operating using a train. Crusher and orepass locations were
fixed in the system. Delays consisted of delay caused by queueing the trucks to the same train, truck
repair or accessing the route by crew due to the right-of-way. Simulation run for one week, and the
output consisted of tonnage production for each day, a number of trains dump, an average of queuing
time per train, average round trip time per train, crusher utilization, and average queueing at the
crusher.
Oberholzer and Hardman (1987) did a review for computer simulation to evaluate the production
and conveyor belt transportation process for coal mining system. Programs were categorized by three
generations of programs as historical databank data, simulation programs for planning, design or
control purpose and tools for planning or management control. Based on databank historical data
machine capacity and availability were responsible for production losses. It was also concluded that
the mining operation method was a more valuable key factor rather than machine breakdown time in
a system. FACESIM and COMSIM in 1984 applied for simulating the continuous room and pillar
mining method. BELTSIM program was written for belt simulation and optimization. CUTSIM was
another simulation part for cutting drum of the continuous miner, longwall shearer or another similar
machine. The program predicted the pattern that particular cutting design cut the coal face by
showing the average force level and the cyclic force level.
Litke et al. (1993) implemented SLAMII (a Simulation Language for Alternative Modeling) to
determine the influence of mining factors and their interaction in a mining system on a scale of daily
production. System infrastructure consisted of in-the-hole (ITH) drills, load-haul-dump (LHD), one
train with different capacity (4 cars with 20% of availability, six cars with 80% of availability and
10 for tramming development) and one truck for backfilling. In a system drilling and blasting cycle
occurred in a production stage then ore mucking and hauling carried on using a ramp system and
orepass/ chute system and the material tramming using a train in a system. The boundary of the
system was from extraction face up to crusher while crusher and hoisting system were not modelled.
They assessed the bottleneck of the system, mucking and hauling and miscellaneous scenarios. The
results showed that LHD return hauling system, number of drills and machine availability of the drill
influenced the system.
Hunt (1994) modelled the ore transportation process using a computer simulation called
SLAMSYSTEM using the SLAMII Fortran based language for Amax's Henderson molybdenum
mine in Empire, Colorado. Ore movement and handling occurred by LHD and train system from
drawpoints to deliver to the mill. The capacity of the LHD bucket, trains capacity and cycle time for
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LHD and train, and crusher considered in the model. The model simulated for 24 hours (1440 min).
Based on their process the simulation results suggested decreasing the number of LHD and increasing
the number of trains.
Karami and Szymanski (1997) developed a simulation model called SLAM II and implemented it to
evaluate the performance of an underground discontinuous hard rock mining transportation system.
The objective of the simulation was determining the key components of the system that is controlled
by the system output and performance. The SLAM II obtains a solution and considering the various
scenarios also for those. Three stops fed one orepass in the model. Mine layout included only two
ore bins and work cycle times of ore haulage activities were considered in the model. An optimum
number of mine cars in order to reach a production target was obtained through the model.
Runciman et al. (1997) compared two systems for loading the haulage truck: a chute system and
Load-Haul-Dump (LHD) loading system to load a haulage truck assessed in order to understand if
the chute system could exceed the throughput of the haulage system or not. The results showed that
the chute system could pass the current throughput when a system works with one or two trucks.
Haulage distance bay pass area and location for the repaired area was considered in the model. The
model was included in three categories of the LHD data, haulage track data and system data. For
LHD, parameters were type of LHD, loading time, dumping time, load size per bucket and
availability; for haulage truck type of haulage truck, chute loading time, dumping time, payload
capacity per trip and availability and, for system data, chute capacity, operation schedule, number of
track layout roadway grades on the ramps and tramming speed in each segment were the parameters
considered in the model.
Runciman (1999) implemented the discrete simulation model for evaluating the developed
automated mine equipment system. The purposed model (automate mine equipment) compared with
a current model for 30 days based on possible shift for several objectives (short and long-term).
Short-term objectives consisted of the limitation of future automated mining equipment, their
throughput and analysis the effectiveness and long-term objectives included the future research for
development and system analysis simulation of a subsystem such as navigation and material supply
and usage of simulation of mine engineering issue. Eight different model compared with a benchmark
mining equipment system consisting of cycle mining equipment system and semi-continuous mining
equipment concept. The results illustrated that the throughput of the mining system increases up to
45% using an automated system.
3.2. Simulation for short-term underground mine planning
Bayer and Nienhaus (2000) designed a theoretical computer model written in C++ to simulate the
capacity of a room and pillar operation. Geological and layout parameters were considered as an
input for the model in addition to equipment specific data. The program calculated the best fitting
design and mine sequence. Sensibility analysis performed for productivity versus seam height, length
of cut, number of entries, specific cutting energy. The model reflected the real mining situation fairly.
Mcnearny and Nie (2000) modelled the conveyer belt haulage system for longwall underground coal
mine. The model included the gathering belts, transfer belts, spillage, belt breakdown, time between
belt breakdowns, and belt utilization, The model input included the length of each belt, the width of
each belt, the cross-section of each belt, the speed of each belt, the density of coal, parameter for
distribution of coal flow rate at each section, distribution of shuttle car arrival time, crusher discharge
time, belt working time, belt down times, actual work time of each shift and number of replicate
simulation. Using the simulation, a quantitative prediction for belt size and surge bin capacity were
determined.
Roberts (2002) applied a computer simulation model for sub-level stoping mine in order to predict
the operational performance. Considering the truck type, a number of truckloads and decline layouts,
size of pass bay, queuing pattern, production capacity, simulation performed for preferred and nonpreferred pass bay logic. Operational incidence such as unscheduled stoppages, vehicles breakdowns
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or drawpoint blockages and interference to the passage of trucks in decline by another mobile plant
such as graders, jumbos, and utility vehicles were not considered in the model constraints. Haulage
shaft capacity, reserve capacity, machine trimming, and a number of allocated LHD are other
constraints taken into account in the model. The results of the simulation showed that the pass bay
size and spacing and high-payload were crucial parameters for the haulage system performance.
Saayman (2006) simulated a dispatching system with Matlab programming for an underground mine.
The boundary of system defined from drawpoint which material handles by LHD until dumped into
the crusher. Simulation run by the objective of analyzing the different scenarios for dispatching
problem. Service time also considered for truck and LHD on workshop area. Collision rules and
traffic condition considered in a system as just one LHD was allowed to travel at the same time in a
tunnel. Their research followed several objectives. The first objective was maximizing the total tons
produced and at the same time keeping the level of each drawing point extraction column equal.
Another objective was to decrease the crusher shutdowns as few as possible. For this approach, it
would be necessary that the trucks arrival time be equal in event space. They considered the hangup frequency in the model according to historical data, and maintenance plan was not considered in
simulation because the simulation just run for one week, but fuel consumption and refilling were
considered in the model. Five strategies were considered for modeling the dispatching system. The
base case was the common rule for visiting the drawpoints sequentially if the drawpoint was active
as same as normal mining situation. In the second strategy if the LHD in one tunnel started from the
first drawpoint, at the adjacent tunnel LHD would start from the furthest drawpoint. The third strategy
was regarding the cost function and attempted to minimize the difference between the level of each
drawpoint with the adjacent ones and keep the difference minimum. In the fourth strategy, the
movement of LHD was similar to the base case, but just one truck moved around. This resulted in
less shut down in the crusher and minimized the truck waiting time. In the last strategy, the LHD was
not assigned just to the specific tunnel. The decision to assign LHD to each drawpoints was taken by
minimization of the cost function. The available tunnel was the one such that there were not any
LHD on that tunnel.
Rubio and Troncoso (2008) utilized the discrete event simulation to show how the operational
interruption on drawpoints (secondary breakage and hang up frequency), production cross cut’s
closure strategy and a number of secondary breakage crews could influence the productivity. The
simulation model consisted of drawpoints, production cross cuts, orepass, chutes and haulage
crosscuts and the operational entities were minerals, LHD, dump trucks, secondary crews and chutes
reparation crews. Failure in each drawpoints and ore pass and chutes between the tonnage event
distribution were independent of others. Mechanical failure was not considered in the model and just
one LHD was allowed for work on each crosscut. The results showed that a higher number of
secondary reduction crew would cause higher productivity and haulage crosscut productivity had a
reverse relation with drawpoint failures.
Maldonado Meza (2009) modelled the integrated short-term production considering the mine,
transport and plant production for calculating the capacity production on Division El Teniente of
Codelco Chile. The model designed for a probabilistic production for isolated mine network flow.
To this end, the model would be able to illustrate the effect of the maintenance program and a nominal
capacity of mine equipment on integrated mining system. Operational failure of mine, transport, and
mill were not considered in the model.
Pereira et al. (2010) developed a simulation model for room and pillar mining system with the
objective of maximizing production from all coal faces from a given plan. The model validated for
forecasting the daily ROM production. Complete production cycle system considered for modeling
including providing support for the ceiling, cutting the coal layer, drilling the face, charging and
exploitation, ventilation and cleaning the face by ore removal.
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Fjellström (2011) studied the transportation cost of ore and waste material to the crusher and
backfilling rooms in the underground Renström mine. Mine truck and highway trucks were two
alternatives that they considered for the simulation model as highway trucks had less truck cycle but
more failure time and mine trucks had a higher cycle time and less failure time. Simulation results
demonstrated that using a mine truck would decrease the cost of production by 10-20%. The input
of model data consisted of detailed schedule hours, machine working hours consisted of drilling,
charger, loader, highway and mine truck, scaler, shotcrete, resin and cement bolt ring cement mixer
and water truck. Delay and idle time were also considered for machines. Unscheduled maintenance
times (for failures) and scheduled maintenance time (for service time) were considered in the model.
A number of vehicles and capacities such as driving speed for loaded and unloaded in three positions
of the flat surface, ramp up and down were set for the model.
Pop-Andonov et al. (2012) applied Arena simulation software to analyze the transportation cost for
a hypothetical underground mine. Rail and truck transportation system were considered as a haulage
system for their goal of taking into account the queuing rule for trucks.
Haviland and Marshall (2015) designed a fundamental model of mine ramp productivity for a
haulage system. Under the fundamental assumption that there was not any randomness, the system
converged to periodic behavior. The model also showed how with a less haulage capacity the system
could have achieved the same productivity. The model did not consider the light vehicle traffic and
identical vehicle assumed in the model. Vehicle speed, loading, and dumping were assumed fixed so
declaration and acceleration were not considered. Passing bay is allowed and the delay associated
with pulling in and out was not simulated. Discrete event simulation was used for this purpose.
Usmani et al. (2014) performed the discrete event simulation for LHD optimization in extraction
level for block caving model. Extraction drifts, drawpoints, production rate, daily draw rate, LHD
operation and orepass were considered as the simulation elements. Base case scenario along with
four other scenarios modeled in their case in order to obtain the optimum number of LHD to meet
the production target. Hang-ups were considered fix, and traffic network and road conditions were
not considered in their model.
Sjödin (2015) implemented the SimMine as a simulation software to simulate and evaluate the
development process and machinery in mine. Average face utilization determined by the number of
available faces to be sure that enough face is available if mechanical failure or face block occur.
Hours per block indicated the development rate and also showed the machine effective hours. A
number of blasts were related to measuring production in mine. The total worked hours divided by
the total shift hours showed the utilization of planned time. The total worked hours divided by total
hours per year defined the utilization of total mine. The old dataset was used in order to be able to
compare the results with the old data. Failure for the automate machine imported to the model as a
probability distribution of occurrence for the model. Simulation runs for a Drill rig, Simba, bolters,
and LHD’s. Average face utilization, an hour per blast, number of blasts, utilization of planned time
and utilization of total time were the indicators of simulation and measured parameter.
Skawina et al. (2015) estimated the rate of ore handling from drawpoint to ore pass using the DSE
on sublevel mining process. Two types of LHD (Diesel and electric Load-Haul-Dump (LHD)
machine) with different capacities were considered as a loader in the model. Rock breaker was
modelled as a waiting time in the dumping operation. In a case that LHD did not find a task then it
would wait in a parking space for waiting for the next assignment. Lunches, times when the machine
is functional but not working and movement of the machine to parking when going off for the break,
and extension of drift after each blasting were included. Restriction for working in the production
area was considered one or two for each. The simulation was performed by considering the machine
size, tramming speeds, acceleration, deceleration, delay and shift break. The aim of simulation was
to identify the fleet configuration with the closest production rate.
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Greberg et al. (2016) considered a problem of ore transportation via orepass in comparison with the
truck for deep mining system on sub-level cave mining system as production disturbances using
orepass result into high cost and time for ore pass rehabilitation. Two simulation models were run.
One for two sub-levels with two main production areas in each level which were located furthest
away from the crusher, which required the largest number of trucks and longer cycle time; and the
second one for analyzing the further increasing distance to the existing crusher at the main level. The
model was run for seven different scenarios. Electric and diesel trucks were used for the model. LHD,
truck and area availability and traffic disturbance were considered for the model as an input. A truck
parameter consisted of truck types, capacity, loading time, dumping time, speed when empty and
average speed when loaded. The results showed that haul truck could be a replacement for orepass
when mining went deeper.
Fukui et al. (2016) modelled a distributed system by implementation of simulation with the aim of
comparing the distributed system and LHD system to evaluate the productivity of the system. As
Fukui et al. (2016) mentioned LHD was a de-facto standard machine as it was an excavator and
transporter at the same time, for this reason, the load and unload heavy weights caused a lot of fuel
consumption. Also increasing the capacity for and at the same time smoother operation required
wider drifts. Installing the separated loader and transportation system could have a large impact on
production. Productivity, cost, the rate of operation and maintainability were examined for the model.
Multiple agents simulated transports and excavators motion and internal states on Matlab
(MathWorks Inc., 2015).
Park et al. (2016) implemented a simulation model on GPSS/H simulation language to optimize a
number of trucks dispatch with the objective of maximizing the production of an underground
limestone mine. Parameters considered in the simulation were truck cycle time, number of trucks,
crusher availability, working hours, dispatching time, the capacity of train and loader and waiting for
discharge yard. According to the model, the optimized number of trucks was obtained.
Anani et al. (2017) implemented a simulation method to evaluate an optimal panel width selection
that minimized unit mining costs and maximized the productivity considering the number of haulage
units assigned to each continuous miners. One-way traffic network with stations that were
representative of each face-cutting and feeder-breaker was considered in the model as a stationary
source. In addition to that payload, the empty speed of LHD loading time, dumping time, battery
change, loaded speed, the time between cuts and spotting time were considered in the model. The
model run with two shifts, one for making cuts and repair the conveyer belt and continuous miner
repair and the second one just for production. The simulation result could be summarizing in this
way that for a specific operation there was an optimal panel width that maximized productivity. Also,
an optimal panel width existed with a minimum cost.
Shelswell and Labrecque (2017) implemented the discrete event simulation for assessing the impact
of a number of operators on the performance of truck haulage fleet. The boundary of simulation area
consisted of ore from stopes and the generation of lateral waste from up-stream and dumping of
material at the run-of-mine (ROM) pad and stockpile site on the surface. Sublevels were not
considered in the simulation. Non-production days, maintenance events and random shutdowns were
the parameters that suspended the haulage and underground activity. Daily base schedule considered
for ore production and a schedule based shifts defined for trucks, underground operation, and surface
activities. For haulage trucks traffic, queuing, load delay and shop bays and breakdowns were
considered. Truck dispatching, loading, dumping and availability of trucks were also included in the
model. Haulage productivity was simulated with and without a number of operators and truck
availability.
Table 3 summarizes the simulation models that have been used for underground short-term mine
planning. Table 4 shows the considered parameters for each simulation model.
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Table 4. Summary of simulation models applied to underground short-term mine planning
Author

Mining method

Model Objective (s)

Resolution and details

Model parameter(s)

Touwen and Joughin (1972)

Sub-level stoping

Transport system evaluation

Short-term (monthly)





Scraping operation
Drilling and blasting
Support installation

Beckett et al. (1979)

Room and pillar

Productivity on mine haulage
system

Short-term (shift)



Extraction face
physical parameter
Material density
LHD parameter,
capacity, and cycletime
Non-LHD parameter
capacity and cycletime
Dispatching and traffic
rules





Steiker (1982)

-----

Productivity and performance

Short-term (weekly)








Litke et al. (1993)

-----

Assessing the influence of system
drivers

Short-term (daily)
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System capacity (tons
per day)
Track layout design,
Train fleet
configuration
Dispatching procedure
Mine layout
Delay
In-the-hole (ITH)
drills,
Load-haul-dump
(LHD),
Train
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Hunt (1994)

Block Caving

Ore transportation process

Short-term (daily)






Karami and Szymanski (1997)

Sub-level stoping

Measuring output performance for
transportation

Short-term (daily)




Runciman et al. (1997)

Runciman (1999)

Conceptual model

Crown pillar

Mcnearny and Nie (2000)

Room and pillar

Underground Coal

LHD transportation
and capacity
Orepass
Train
Crusher
Mine layout (stops,
orepass, etc.)
Transportation and
haulage configuration

System performance evaluation

Short-term (weekly)








Type of LHD
Cycle time
Load size per bucket
Haulage availability
Operation schedule
Road condition

System performance od chute and
orepass system

Long and Short-term
(monthly)



Orepass configuration
(Distance, location,
and capacity)
Transportation
capacity


Bayer and Nienhaus (2000)

Haulage system
capacity
Machines availability

Production capacity

Short-term (no-data)




Geological parameters
Layout parameters
(seam height, length of
cut, number of entries,
specific cutting energy)

Performance of conveyer belt as
haulage system

Short-term (14 days)



Belt capacity and
parameters
Cross section of each
belt
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Roberts (2002)

Sub-level stoping

Saayman (2006)

Block Caving

Operational performance

Short-term (5 Shifts)








Truck type
Number of truck loads
Decline layouts
Size of pass bay
Queuing pattern
Production capacity

Maximization of total production
tonnage
Minimization of crusher
shutdowns

Short-term (weekly)



LHD and truck
numbers
Drawpoint availability
Mine layout
Dispatching
Traffic rules
Crusher availability
LHD and trucks
availability
Cave profile shape









Rubio and Troncoso (2008)

Block Caving

Belt speed
Coal density
Distribution of coal
flow rate at each
section
Distribution of shuttle
car arrival time
Crusher discharge
time,
Belt working time
Belt down times,
actual work time of
each shift

Operational interruption

Short-term (yearly)
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Orepass
Chutes and haulage
Haulage system (LHD
and Dump trucks)

Block Caving

Integrated production (Mine to
Mill)

Short-term (yearly)




Mine network flow
Nominal capacity of
mine equipment

Room and Pillar

Maximization of a production
from all coal faces

Short-term (shift)



Support process cycle
time
Cutting the coal layer
Drilling the face
Charging
Exploitation,
Ventilation
Cleaning the face by
ore removal







Fjellström (2011)

Room and Pillar

Transportation cost

Short-term (two months)









Pop-Andonov et al. (2012)

Conceptual model

Transportation cost

Short-term (no data)
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Detailed schedule
hours and availability
Machine working
hours
Cycle time for blasting
and production
Production capacity
Activity times (Lunch
break, preparation, run,
etc.)
Backfilling
Ore and waste
transport
Truck dispatching
system
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Haviland and Marshall (2015)

Sub-level caving

Sensibility analysis for traffic
pattern

Short-term (Limited periods
hundreds of second)





Haulage ramp
parameters
Traffic flow policy
Delays, queuing,
piggybacking
Priority entrance




Usmani et al. (2014)

Sjödin (2015)

Block Caving

Cut and Fill

Optimization of LHD proficiency

Short-term (yearly)








Extraction drifts
Drawpoints
Production rate
Daily draw rate
LHD operation
Orepass

Evaluation of development
process

Short-term (shifts)



Average face
utilization
hours per blast
Number of blasts
Utilization of planned
time
Utilization of total time





Skawina et al. (2015)

Greberg et al. (2016)

Sublevel caving

Sublevel caving

Train for transport and
flow of material
movement
Ore bine and chute
system

Estimation of the rate of ore
handling

Sensibility analysis for ore pass
and truck ore transport system
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Short-term (shift)

Short-term (daily)






Haulage and loading
equipment capacity
Ore pass capacity
Rock breaker
Mine layout





Truck type
Truck parameter
Cycle time
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Evaluation of the productivity,
rate, and cost of a system based
on a distributed system
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Distributed system



Traffic flow policy



Static driving
performance of
excavators
Concise drift path
Quasi-static driving
performance of
transporters
Static excavating and
loading work
Queuing at drawpoints
and ore passes
Dispatch of
transporters to multiple
drawpoints
Production







Park et al. (2016)

Room and Pillar

Maximization of the production

Anani et al. (2017)

Room and Pillar

Minimization of unit mining costs
and maximization of the
productivity

Shelswell and Labrecque (2017)

Sublevel caving

Measuring the performance of
truck haulage fleet

Short-term (1000 days)







Truck dispatch interval
Working hours
The capacity of each
truck
Capacity of loader
Cycle time

Short-term (shift)





Dispatching
Number of haulages
Maintenance time

Daily-shifts




Non-production days
maintenance events
and random shutdowns
Shift schedule
Mine layout
Material handling
Dispatching
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Karami and
Szymanski (1997)

Beckett et al. (1979)
✓

Steiker (1982)
✓

Litke et al. (1993)
✓

Runciman (1999)
✓

Bayer and Nienhaus
(2000)
✓
✓

✓

Runciman et al.
(1997)
Hunt (1994)
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
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Touwen and
Joughin (1972)

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

Development process

Sensibility analysis

Measuring material handling and transport
performance

Measuring operational and system
performance
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Obj. Minimizing cost

Obj. Maximizing production

Maintenance time

Operator experience

Extra activity times (lunch time, of days, crew
delay, fuel refilling etc.,)

Ventilation

Ore and waste material re-handling and
stockpiling

Face blasting or secondary fragmentation
crew performance

Support and backfilling

Ore pass and chute Crusher discharge time
and capacity

Belt and conveyor capacity and speed

Belt and conveyor availability and failures

Operational schedule, rate, and capacity

Availability of haulage and transport system
(working hours, availability and performance)

Traffic rules (Queuing pattern, pass bay, road
and ramps condition)

Dispatching and production

Transportation capacity (type, Number, Load
size, nominal capacity for LHD and trucks)

Transportation and haulage configuration

Mine flow network and Material flow and
extraction rate

Geological parameter (grade, density)

Hang-ups and extraction point availability
(failures)

Mine layout (Distance, the position of
extraction points, etc.)

Authors
Paravarzar Sh. et al.
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4. Other related research
Topal and Ramazan (2010) implemented a mixed integer programming (MIP) for minimizing the
maintenance cost for the available truck fleet for an underground gold mining operation in Western
Australia. Truck age (or age bins), period and critical bin hours were considered in the model. Total
operation hours, total available hours, the age of truck at the end of each period and age bins category
were considered as a constraint for the model.
Lashkari (2014) measured the performance of shuttle cars on two room and pillar and longwall
mining system by measuring the duty cycle and driving cycle time for shuttle car. The goal of the
research was to measure power and energy consumption of the various shuttle cares to work in
different haulage operations. Parameters such as rolling resistance, grade resistance, utilization
considered to determine haulage operation condition. The required power density for each duty cycle
operation, and peak power density and peak power and the parameters of the haulage system for each
part of the cycle were obtained by simulation.
Shelswell and Labrecque (2014) compared series and parallel conveyor-based material handling
system using discrete simulation and static spreadsheet models. Average daily ore flow rates were
calculated for both cases. The results showed that the random failures decreased the effectiveness of
parallel conveyor. The static separated sheet generated a lower average daily ore flow rate for the
series case and higher results for the parallel case in comparison with the discrete simulation.
Peng and Vayenas (2014) simulated the LHD failure using a genetic algorithm during the period of
interest for underground mining. Simulations were generated for three and six months interval using
the dataset collected from an underground mine in Sudbury, Ontario, Canada. The simulated data
were validated by real-life data to evaluate the compatibility of algorithm dealing with the real-life
data set.
Xiao-ping et al. (2015) simulated a surge bin capacity and its belt as a real-time continuous dynamic
model. There were several failures for surge bin and, among them, only mechanical and electrical
failure and empty bin were considered. A probability density function was obtained by the samples
as a random variable and the maximum likelihood estimation method was used for making parameter
estimation. According to the parameters, random variables were generated and the simulation run
based on the generated random variables.

5. Material flow simulation
For those underground mining methods that the extraction occurs due to the draw and caving of
materials such as block caving and sublevel caving the draw mechanism and the way that material
moves inside the cave area could be critical. Movement of material and draw process play a major
role on grade control and dilution entry, which could be forecast by different approaches.

6. Commercial tools and programming languages
6.1. Commercial tools
Underground Coal TALPAC simulates the process of longwall mining. It is programmed by RPM
Global Mining Group. The software generates the shearer productivity, Armoured face conveyor
(AFC) performance benchmarks and productivity performance (TALPAC, 2017).
MineSched™ aims to maximize productivity and profits for underground and surface mining for
both long-term and short-term planning. MineSched generates a schedule for improving the site
operational productivity and probability. In the case of underground mining MineSched planning the
stop production considering the following constraints (MineSched, 2018):
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Model material flow through ore passes, and material transport levels.
Drilling and blasting process and backfilling activities
Considering the scheduling production and development simultaneously

PC-BC (Personal Computer Block Caving) is a mine planning third-party software that generates a
long to short-term mine plan schedule for block caving mining method. Cave Management System
(CMS) developed for the daily production cave management system. CMS has an ability to monitor
the system and LHD dispatch system by storing data in SQL database and providing an Excel
interface. Beside the CMS, LSQ tools are designed for data reconciliation between the operational
mine sample analysis and the slice files forecast (PCBC, 2018).
Pitram is fleet management and real-time mine control tools for underground and open-pit mining
designed by MICROMINE Corporate. Material management tools use the real data such as mine
design, survey, and production data in order to report the stockpile balance and metal stock
throughput. Online and real-time data for fleet gathered through the network data. The objective of
Pitram is to maximize the productivity (Micromine, 2018).
SimMine is a simulation tool for underground mine simulation, scheduling, and planning. Via
importing the layout and mine design, time limits, predecessor, and priority the following parameters
will obtain from simulation (SimMine, 2018):






Project scheduling, daily, weekly, monthly and yearly
Production parameters such as development rate and advance, for ore and waste
Resource management such as working time and utilization, breakdowns, etc.
Material handling issues such as material types and destinations
Cost per advance and developments, per mine area, per shift, per ton waste, etc.

Carlson underground mine software is suitable for room and pillar and longwall mining system. The
software tries to reduce the idle time for the haulage system in order to maximize the productivity
(Carlson, 2018).
Promine is a mining and geology software based on AutoCAD interface. It supports several mining
methods such as Open stope, Room and pillar, Cut and fill, Block caving, Long hole, Shrinkage
stoping, and Alimak Mining. In case of short-term planning, Promine generates a forecast for
production using iGantt schedules (Promine, 2016).
Deswik is a software developer mining company which is provided in several extensions for long to
short-term planning. In the case of short-term planning Deswik.Blend extension has an ability to
manage and optimizes the martial handling and blending problem using CPLEX optimizer.
Deswik.OPS provides a short-term schedule. The process can be controlled and captured using realtime data receiving from the operations (Deswike, 2018).
6.2. Simulation software and programming languages
General Purpose Simulation System (GPSS) developed by Geoffrey Gordon in IBM at the 1960s.
The world is a model using the entities called Transactions moving Block in which each block is a
line of code theta affects the transactions (Schriber, 1974). Later on, GPSS/H produced by Wolverine
software cooperation. Use external routines in FORTRAN made execution of GPSS faster (Crain,
1997).
SLAM II is an Interactive Execution Environment (IEE) released in 1981 as a first simulation
language to formulate a stem description implementing the event; the processor continues worldview
(Reilly, 1991).
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SIMAN is a general purpose simulation analysis program for modelling combined discretecontinuous systems introduced in 1982. Continuous model and change in a system model with
algebraic or differential equations (Pegden, 1984).
OPTIMINE TM is a simulation software for underground mining. The software can model the mining
process by considering the limitations and critical points in the layout. It uses the traffic-controlling
tool TRAMTM a program developed by Cybercube. The software works based on AutoCAD design
and also can be created by importing the mine design software such as Surpac. The software
considers the operational interruptions such as hang-ups on forecasting the system (Puhakka, 2000).
AutoMod as one of the powerful general-purpose software on at its time introduced by
AutoSimulations Inc. located in Bountiful, Utah, USA. This software can generate a threedimensional simulation environment using animation. It is one of the software that is changing the
hardcoding of the model to the CAD environment. This software specially generated with the aim of
material-handling as long as it can implement for robotics, mechanical tool transfer system and
special machinery (AutoMod, 2012).
WITNESS is a visual interactive simulation software the Lanner Group’s simulation software
package for discrete and continuous simulation modelling. WITNESS provides access to Oracle,
SQL Server, Access, etc., direct spreadsheet link in/out, XML. In addition to that this Windowsbased provides a link to Microsoft VISIO and graphical CAD linkage application with a 3D
visualization (Al-Aomar et al., 2015).
ProModel was introduced by ProModel Cooperation, with a capacity of adding the C or Pascal
subroutine. ProModel simulation uses the point-and-click approach in a Windows environment by
offering a virtually unlimited size of the model (Harrell and Price, 2003).
Arena produced by System Modeling Cooperation that is user-friendly simulation environment
combining the modelling power and flexibility of SIMAN simulation language. The models create
by drag and drop action using the module objects, which contains all the logic and process actions at
the same time. The modules are accessible through the templates which are a group of the modules
use for a specific approach. Arena contains a several third-party software such as input, output and
process analyzer that provides more ability for data processing and generating several replications in
some specific ways (Rossetti, 2015).
SimEvents is an event-driven discrete simulation extension package produced by MathWorks
company as a part of Matlab software. It can be used for task timing, resource usage on the
performance of systems for planning capacity, forecasting, and supply-chain management
(MathWorks Inc., 2015).
Here we just reviewed those language programming or software which are used more frequently in
the literature. For more information, we refer readers to Banks (1998) and Robinson (2004).

7. Shortcomings of the current methods and suggestion for future research
Based on the literature, short-term underground mine planning could be divided into two general
areas: (i) mathematical programming optimization and (ii) simulation.
In the case of mathematical programming, most of the models are restricted to exact algorithms and
more specifically mixed integer programming, graphs theory, dynamic programming and constraint
programming. Models mostly aim to solve the fleet management problem in the context of
mathematical programming. The model constraints are mostly restricted to items such as the location
of face extraction, the capacity of production or dispatching layout and traffic rules, which are
assumed static with a fixed value.
For the second group of research, discrete event simulation (DES) models are restricted to some
simplified models to some extent. These models often consider the process from the station(s)
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(extraction or drawpoints, bin or chutes) to the destination that is conveyor entrance. The objective
is mostly an evaluation of the system and measuring the performance rather than optimization of an
objective function. The main advantages of DES are that it can generate a model with a different
level of details and complexity considering the stochasticity for a dynamic system (Sharma, 2015).
Solving and optimization of such models (systems) where the status of the system changes over time
is a difficult task by using mathematical programming.
Underground mining consists of a wide range of extraction methods, each with their intrinsic
complexity in their system due to the method of extraction. In some cases, such as the block caving
method, the extraction point remains fixed until the end of the operation, but in some others such a
cut-and-fill method the layout will not remain fixed and, consequently, the distance between the
stations will change. This dynamical inheritance of mine operation could have a direct effect on the
effectiveness of mining operation and haulage system performance.
Geological or geometallurgical uncertainty plays a significant role while the quantity and quality of
materials are important. The existence of deleterious materials affects the production parameters. As
a result, geological uncertainty should be incorporated into the models, considering that ore blending
and ore inventory will take more significant place on the models to meet the specific characteristic
of the materials that are required as a feed for mineral processing.
During the operation, there are several plans and operational actions that are commenced or run in
parallel to the short-term plan which may link to short-term plan or affect the implementation of the
plan, which results on increasing the Project OPEX (operating expenditure). The maintenance plan
is an essential plan that is connected directly to operational activities. Part of the maintenance plan
is a fix time inspection of the haulage, transportation or material handling. There are random failures
in different parts of the system, which directly require attention to the maintenance section and their
crews. The failure of the system in different parts could be evaluated with different parameters
finding initial application in manufacturing and industrial engineering. The tools include process
capability and performance indices, six-sigma, Taguchi’s Quality Loss Function (QLF) and more
(Taguchi et al., 2005; Kenzap and Kazakidis, 2013). Different kinds of risks could be quantified
based on methods such as Internal Failure Cost (IFC) and External Failure Cost (EFC) processes
(Kenzap and Kazakidis, 2013).
In addition to geological, layout change and haulage system uncertainties, the effect of external
uncertainties on downstream could aggregate to the mine plan. Several failures in mill processing or
simulation of material processing could incorporate with the mine output results. Supply and demand
in mining chain is another parameter in downstream which may affect the production plan from
small-scale range up to long range scale.

8. Conclusions
Short-term mine planning was reviewed for underground mining. The existing literature in the area
of mine simulation illustrated that the underground mining area is an environment with several
dynamic parameters. These dynamic parameters eventuate from a verity of sources into the model.
These sources are random such as LHD failures, or scheduled such as the periodic inspection of the
conveyor belt. The linkage between a low-resolution plan (long-term scheduling) to a very highresolution plan (daily schedules) is an essential area of research that is mostly neglected in the
literature. It can be seen that mathematical programming is not dynamic enough to deal with a
dynamic system. Therefore, one solution could be the implementation of mathematical modelling in
combination with simulation models to improve the ability of models for using them in the simulation
model. Each model focuses on simulating a specific boundary of the system (mostly inside the mine).
The more extended boundary for the mining system could be more comprehensive and include more
aspects of the real operations chain. Mining operation is not only about discrete events, which means
that a combination of discrete and continuous simulation can result in more realistic results.
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